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Section A : Grammar 
PH Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the words in the brackets

a. Makanaky ..................................already ................................... his homework when I arrived (do).
b. BABAYARO is such a poor goalkeeper. He . no penalty shoots for long as I have known him 

(catch).
c. My sister spoke ................................................................. about the m atter in court (honest).
d. I am really .......................................................................................................... than I can say (happy)
e. If you take this drug you ...........................................................................................................well (be)

[2] Match the sentence parts in Column A with the appropriate ones in Column B. Write the correct
sentences in the space provided.Column A

1. Bintu went to the forest
2. The desert will continue to advance
3. MADIBA went for the HIV screening 

test problems
4. I wouldn't have had these terrible skin 

problem
5. The farmer gave his chickens a lot of 

food

Column B
a. unless we stop destroying our forests
b. to find fuel wood for her kitchen
c. in order to  fatten  them  and sell them 

for more money
d because he wanted to know his HIV sta

tus
e If I hadn’t been bitten by black flies

1.

2 .
3.
4.
5.

Section B : Vocabulary 
[T] Complete the following sentences with suitable words.

a. Maimouna, how could you refuse to help your mother to the ........................................................
b. ALL .................................................. .........................................address begin with the letter WWW.
c. I do not eat a t school. I take good .......................................................... early in the morning and

then I eat dinner at home with my family.
d. The .................................................................................. is also referred to as the gentlemen's Club.
e. Well my dear, the 100% protection against AIDS .............................................................. isn't, it?

[2] Find the appropriate part in Column B that fits with tha t in Column A. Write out the full expression
in the spaces provided.
Column A

1. A tributary
2. to make up
3. to be ashamed
4. It is rude
5. The most beautiful model
6. space shuttle Columbia

Column B
a. On the catwalk
b. of oneself
c. to ignore people
d. one’s mind
e. of a river
f. disintegrated

Column C
1...................
2............
 3..........
 4..........
 5..........
 6..........
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|~3~j Circle the word in which the underlined word is pronounced differently.
Example : c a r ; card, c a s t; carpet.

a. Sound ; shou t; soup, cloud c. Peep, wheel, peel, peer
b. Pear, peace; cea ; tease d. Cup ; c u t ; p u t ; shut.

Section C : Comprehension.

Read the passage carefully and answer the questions below it. Write yours answers in the spaces provided.

Many people are probably unaware th a t they often aid the transmission of insect borne diseases. The 
temperature and humidity of our environment are such that they favor the abundance of insects . There is 
not much that we Can do about that. But mosquitoes which transm it malaria and filariasis require water 
in oder to reproduce, we encourage the spread of malaria by providing the breeding grounds for these 
insccts.
This is a popular saying tha t if there were no mosquitoes there would be no malaria parasites, they such 
up this micro-organism to getter their blood meal. Inside the stomach of the mosquitoes , the parasites 
develop to the infective stage. W hen the same mosquito, in search of blood, bites a healthy person, 
it transfers these parasites into the person . This individual then develop m alaria. If we can control 
mosquitoes, then we can control malaria.
But can we control or get rid of mosquitoes ? Of course, we can, if only we could approach the problem 
with a sense of responsibility. Every citizen should see that there is no stagnant water around his home. He 
should use modern toilet facilities and stop the pollution of our environment. We can control mosquitoes 
if everyone obeys the rule of simple hygiene washing our hands after going to the toilet, keeping the home 
and its surroundings clean and getting rid of house flies by burning or burying organic waste m atter. We 
should report cases of infection immediately to the nearest hospital for proper diagnostic and effective 
treatment.
The public health authorities are waging a war against parasitic disease. But to succeed they need the
cooperation of every responsible citizen. Diseases have become epidemic due to our careless a ttitude
toward basic hygiene.We must now create the means of controlling them  through health education and 
the use of all resources available.

Q u estio n s
[T] W hat do mosquitoes need in order to reproduce ?
[2] W hat is the food of mosquitoes ?
[3] Name the two diseases transm itted by mosquitoes
[4] List any two ways by which we can control mosquitoes
|~5~| W hat should you do whenever you notice cases of infection in your area ? Why ?
[~6] Who should cooperate with the public health authorities to control malaria 

How do we control epidemics ?

Section D : Essay.
Write an essay o f between 150-180 words on one o f the following topics.

[T] Which do you prefer, modern or traditional medicine. Give your reasons .
[2] Imagine th a t you have just returned from a foreign country of your choice where you spent your 

caster holidays. Tell your classmates how you felt while there, the things you did, w hat you liked 
and did not like,the places you visited and your general impressions.

[3] You have discovered that many of you arc HIV positive . Write a speech in which you advise them on 
the preventive methods and cure. Your name is Esua John, and your school is GBSS Betangmbeng.
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